Balcony and patio awning
markilux® - 6000

For attractive homes. For colorful ideas. For a refined ambience. For classic elegance. The markilux® in three lifestyles, something suited to every taste.

Discover your own style
You can rely on perfect sunshine beneath a markilux®. After all, markilux® is the largest German brand name in awnings: for more than a quarter of a century now, we have assured a more enjoyable life on balconies and sun terraces.

Our expertise relies on two fields: our technical understanding of design engineering and a highly developed knowledge of textiles.

We design and produce every part of our highly durable, light and creative frameworks and mechanisms in-house – made to measure, for your own personal place in the sun. And the stunning covers available for your markilux® (which can also be ordered separately) are also designed and produced by us.

markilux® is not the market leader without reason – our clients consider us the experts of attractive sun shades. Shades that last a small eternity. And we will do everything to keep it that way: through research and development, high quality standards and reliable partners – your skilled craftsmen and specialists in awnings, who can advise and support you on site.

Be sure that you can rely on attractive solutions from us in the future.

The sun has been around for millions of years. That’s why every markilux® is designed to last for a small eternity.
Your home has its own style – and it deserves the perfect awning. The markilux® - 6000 allows you to create pure aesthetic harmony, more pleasing than you can imagine. After all, the awning combines shape, color and materials to produce an appeal that is perfectly suited to the style of your personal world.

Three creative style lines, each with their own color and design options, make it easy for you to create the perfect markilux® for you personally. Regardless whether you choose Club, Studio or Lounge, whether you prefer cheery and bright, classical or refined – every style line adds its own individual accent. Each is of the highest quality and makes use of innovative technology, not yet available with any other awning.

Leaf through the brochure and be inspired. Discover your own personal markilux®!
markilux® - 6000 Club

Cassette Awning
If your markilux® is intended to create a retreat for shade, fun and adventure, then a cheerful ambience is essential. The markilux® - 6000 Club line is the expression of lifestyle full of vibrancy and color.

Attractive cassettes, with frames in a range of four fresh colors, are a highlight perfectly suited to your own home and garden. We are also able to recommend a complete palette of suitable covers to match. This makes your decision an easy one – and one that creates harmonious results.

The excellent markilux® quality ensures that your markilux® - 6000 remains just as attractive as ever, long after the children have left the nest!

“Our life is full of color. our markilux too.”
At home on beautiful homes!

**markilux® - 6000 Club**

Does this remind you of being at home? Do you see your favourite shady retreat here? Then the markilux® - 6000 Club series is the right choice for you. Colorful, young and fresh. Choose the perfect markilux® combination for you from white cassettes with colorful frames and perfectly matched cover designs!

**Standard equipment**

**Optional accessories**

Explanation: see pages 18-19
markilux® - 6000 Club

All cover designs shown here are our own recommendations for the markilux® - 6000 Club. You are also free to choose from the complete range of designs we offer. Ask your dealer for more details!

Your dealer will be able to show you many additional cover designs!

Discover the perfect cover for you! View our entire collection at www.markilux.com and find the ideal cover design for your façade right there!
markilux® - 6000 Studio
Well-loved homes become more and more individual with the passing of time. The markilux® - 6000 Studio gives the opportunity to emphasize each home’s individual charm.

The colorful mounting faces create an entirely new accent, whilst the glossy polished chrome frames add that special something to the look: a clear style line, your timeless markilux® integrates elegantly into its surroundings. The numerous attractive cover designs also play their part. We have put together a selection of recommended covers for your convenience.

And you will, of course, find that the Studio style line offers the excellent quality always guaranteed by the markilux® brand. Your awning will still be looking its best, even when your home is ready for the next generation to arrive.

“Our markilux is just like our home. Unlike any other.”
At home on classic homes!

markilux® - 6000 Studio

Does this reflect your world? Modern but timeless, elegant and discreet. Do these images inspire you to bring further harmony to your own personal space? Then the markilux® - 6000 Studio is the perfect style line for you. Let us demonstrate just how colorful mirrors and classy polished chrome frames are able to create interesting accents and an amazing overall appeal.

Standard equipment
Optional accessories

Explanation: see pages 18-19
markilux® - 6000 Studio

All cover designs shown here come highly recommended for use with the markilux® - 6000 Studio. You are also free to choose from the complete range of designs we offer. Ask your dealer for more details!

Your dealer will be able to show you many additional cover designs!

Discover the perfect cover for you! View our entire collection at www.markilux.com and find the ideal cover design for your façade right there!
markilux® - 6000 Lounge
Sometimes only something extra special will do. Something that uses a truly innovative design concept to turn a secluded retreat and a garden furniture suite into one harmonious unit.

The markilux® - 6000 Lounge style line truly completes your modern garden ambience. Mirrors in exceptional wood effect or a stainless steel webbing integrate effortlessly with the overall style. Frames in black or polished chrome create the perfect accent. The harmonious design of this high-quality markilux® product – together with the matching cover designs – make an exquisite statement when fitted to any stylish home.

Paired with the excellent markilux® quality, this markilux® guarantees to create a stylish ambience to last a lifetime.

“Perfectly matched to our home, and with that special something. My markilux.”
At home on the most exquisite of homes.

**markilux® - 6000 Lounge**

Your home is something extra special: Timeless yet modern, classical, refined and individually designed – welcome to the stylish world of the markilux® - 6000 Lounge. The combination of the frame in black or polished chrome, and the mounting face in wood effect or stainless steel mesh, creates an innovative and refined shade perfectly suited to your home.

**Standard equipment**

**Optional accessories**

Explanation: see pages 18-19
markilux® - 6000 Lounge

All cover designs shown here come highly recommended in combination with the markilux® - 6000 Lounge, in all equipment variations. You are also free to choose from the complete range of designs we offer. Ask your dealer for more details!

Your dealer will be able to show you many additional cover designs!

Discover the perfect cover for you! View our entire collection at www.markilux.com and find the ideal cover design for your façade right there!
markilux® - 6000 Lounge

Your dealer will be able to show you many additional cover designs!

Mirror color
- Nano anthracite metallic (DB 703/2 Nano)

Frame color
- Polished chrome

Awning color
- Nano anthracite metallic (DB 703/2 Nano)

Mirror color
- Wood effect

Frame color
- Polished chrome

Awning color
- Nano anthracite metallic (DB 703/2 Nano)

Mirror color
- Stainless steel mesh

Frame color
- Polished chrome

Awning color
- Nano anthracite metallic (DB 703/2 Nano)
markilux® - 6000 technology
“Do you really know what your markilux does? It grants you your wishes.”
markilux® - 6000
markilux® - a host of innovations.

The markilux® - 6000 is a cassette awning brimming with innovative ideas and new technologies.

Design
Three different style lines - Club, Studio and Lounge – are perfectly matched to the range of styles seen in home architectures. The scope of design offers something for every taste, from the colorful through to the refined classical. Each line has its own range of colour and design options, which create individual accents to suit every preference.

Aesthetics
All cassettes are polyester powder coated. The awning color of the markilux® - 6000 Lounge is also nano coated: particles of dirt are unable to adhere to the surface, and rainwater will simply wash them away, time after time – meaning that your markilux® will go on making a great impression every time!

Design
The markilux® - 6000 is a cassette awning with a new folding element in the arm hinge, aptly named the “bionic cord”.

markilux® Bionic cord
The latest highlight from the markilux® innovations team! This completely new technology ensures the friction-free, noiseless bending of the folding arms, every time. Following nature’s own example, this high-tech folding element improves the transmission of force to the front profile and guarantees a longer lifespan: a stress test, carried out by the renowned Fraunhofer Institute showed that the element successfully carried out a minimum of 50,000 movements without failing. We at markilux® are so confident of this, that we are happy to provide you with a 10 year manufacturer’s guarantee on the folding element!

Modular clip-on system
Yet another markilux® innovation: the modular clip-on system for attaching equipment. This system allows you to add extras to your awning at a later date – long after your markilux® has been installed.

Dimensions
The maximum dimensions of a single unit are 700 cm of width, with a drop of up to 400 cm. If a customer requests a wider system, it is possible to couple several units in order to achieve the overall width required.

Tension
During the manufacturing process of all markilux® - 6000 awnings, the lengths of cover fabric are adhesive welded in the drop direction using an ultrasonic welding process. They are highly weather-resistant and durable because the adhesive welding creates a surface free from vulnerable seams. This also results in an improved appearance. The highly compressed surface welding is resistant to water, light and temperature fluctuations under all normal conditions.
A markilux® - 6000 system can do even more. Much more!

The markilux® - 6000 is also available with almost every conceivable optional extra. For example:

**Illumination***  
Two dimmable lights create just the right evening atmosphere. The fully adjustable light is integrated into the front profile and is attached using the modular clip-on system. The lighting can be combined with Shadeplus in the markilux® - 6000, if preferred. The power supply, consisting of two cables, is completely concealed in the folding arms and is connected with the main supply at the rear of the awning.

**Shadeplus* (with manual or motor drive)**  
The vertical shade, for use when the sun is low in the sky, is effectively an awning within an awning.

The markilux® - 6000 can also be combined with the motor-driven version, with the power supply cables completely concealed in the folding arms

---

* This accessory can be added at any time, using the modular clip-on system - provided that the arm profile has been fitted with the necessary cable bushings at the time of initial ordering.

---

**Sun / wind sensor**  
The intelligent automated weather system uses automatic controls to ensure the correct awning behavior under all weather conditions. When the sun starts to shine the awning is extended automatically, whilst it retracts again immediately if the wind begins to blow.

**Motor drive and radio remote control**  
Comfort at the touch of a button: easy use is assured with the electric motor, which operates your markilux® - 6000 whilst you just relax. And the radio remote control option even allows you to operate your system from a considerable distance.

**sunsilk SNC**  
This very fine fabric, manufactured using high-tech fibers, is highly tear-proof and extremely UV resistant. Indeed, sunsilk provides an increased level of brightness beneath any awning and this, in turn, generates a beautifully colorful effect under your markilux® - 6000. Thanks to the innovative nano coating, NanoClean, particles of dirt are no longer able to adhere to the awning surface – and the next rain shower will simply wash them away!